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Periodistas de CCOO claim a space and professional action 

in defense of the quality of information and labor and 

professional rights of journalists. Periodistas de CCOO want 

our voices heard in society, in the university sector and the 

media. Peridistas de CCOO coordinate Journalists from all 

professional fields, in a protest space at a time of crisis communications companies are 

exploiting to justify downsizing and social and economic rights trim consolidated through years 

of struggle of several generations of workers. We are attentive to the movements taking place 

in the sector, the new citizen journalism, the introduction of multimedia journalist, to anything 

that might affect our work and our future. Defend the public service nature of public 

boradcasting services. And we're always next to the most vulnerable sector: forced employees 

and temporary employees.  To do this, we work with the unions and journalists of the IFJ, of 

which we are members, developing campaigns and coordinated actions that make visible the 

situations that journalists suffer and also promote alternatives. We also work together with 

other professional organizations and trade unions of journalists, creating unity and claim 

spaces also serve in our struggle for professional recognition and labor. 

 

 

Journalist, developing his career in RTVE since 1983. News programs, news reports, 

parliamentary information. Luis Carandell Award 2010, awarded by the Senate, to the 

"Parliament" of TVE, for the informative and informative which makes this space on the 

activity of deputies and senators. Infanta Cristina IMSERSO Prize 2007, the Spanish TV 

program "Nosotros También" prepared by people with intellectual 

disabilities with the help of a professional team of TVE, by promoting 

personal autonomy and normalization of people with intellectual 

disabilities, with support and supervision needed, are the stars and 

creators of the initiative. Member of the State Executive Sector CCOO 

Media. Member of the State Executive of CCOO RTVE  EURO MEI. Vice 

President  Executive Member of the UNI EUROPA. Executive Member of 

the UNI MEI. 
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